Homeowner Quick Quote
1. On the dashboard on the left side click the button named Quick Quote. After clicking, the menu
will expand and give you 3 choices. You can do a quote for homeowners, dwelling, and
commercial lines. Click the button for homeowners.

2. When in the quick quote program make sure to fill in at least all the yellow boxes, as this is the
necessary information to produce an accurate quote. Start by choosing the effective date. Then,
enter the customer’s name and the property address. After entering the property address click
the verify address button. This runs the address through the USPS database to make sure it is
valid and then pulls the appropriate Protection Class from ISO. (see pictures 2 & 3)

3. When you click the verify address button, this box pops up and shows what you have entered
compared to what has been found/verified by the USPS. If the USPS has verified the address
click the Use Verified button. If no address was found to match the one you have entered,
double check the typed address is correct, make any changes needed. If the address is still
unable to be verified, choose the Use Existing button. If the address is not verified by USPS,
there is a chance the Protection Class could change upon Underwriting review.

4. Now, enter all information for the coverages part of the quote. To complete, press “Calculate
Rate”. (More information & directions about the coverages section on the next page) If you wish
to start an application based off this quote, press “Convert to Application”. This will transfer the
information from the quote you have just completed into one of our online applications.

5. If you do not want to convert to an application you must either “Save Quote” or “Cancel Quote”
to exit.

Homeowner Coverages
Policy Type: This type is Homeowners and provides property, theft, personal liability, and
medical payments coverage. These are owner occupied properties and not vacant. This field is
automatically generated and you cannot edit this.
Dwelling Limit: Please select an amount starting at $15,000 up to &200,000.
Other Structures: For this coverage, it’s automatically generated and is 10% of the dwelling
limit. This is in addition to the dwelling limit. You cannot edit this amount.
Personal Property: For this coverage, it’s automatically generated and is 50% of the dwelling
limit. You cannot edit this amount.
Loss of Use: For this coverage, it’s automatically generated and is 10% of the dwelling limit. You
cannot edit this amount.
Personal Liability: For this coverage the limit is always $100,000. You cannot edit this amount.
Medical Payments to Others: For this coverage the limit is always $1,000. You cannot edit this
amount.
Construction Type: Select from the dropdown box if the property is frame or masonry.
Number of Families: Select from the dropdown box if the property is 1 or 2 family. If the
property is 3-4 families you will need to fill out a dwelling quote/application not homeowners. If
5 or more it would be commercial.
Deductible: Select the appropriate, desired deductible from the dropdown box.
Territory: This number is generated automatically from the location address. You cannot edit
this number.
Protection Class: This number is generated automatically from the location address. This runs
the address through the USPS database to make sure it is valid and then pulls the appropriate
Protection Class from ISO.
Additional Other Structures: Choose an amount that is: 100,000 minus 10% of the dwelling limit
or less.
Theft Coverage: Choose an amount in the dropdown box. Theft coverage is provided onpremises only. The policy provides $1,000 coverage. Additional limits can be purchased in
$1,000 increments up to a total of $5,000.

Dwelling Fire Quick Quote
1. On the dashboard on the left side click the button named Quick Quote. After clicking, the menu
will expand and give you 3 choices. You can do a quote for homeowners, dwelling, and
commercial lines. Click the button for dwelling fire.

2. When in the quick quote program make sure to fill in at least all the yellow boxes, as this is the
necessary information to produce an accurate quote. Start by choosing the effective date. Then,
enter the customer’s name and the property address. After entering the property address click
the verify address button. This runs the address through the USPS database to make sure it is
valid and then pulls the appropriate Protection Class from ISO. (see pictures 2 & 3)

3. When you click the verify address button, this box pops up and shows what you have entered
compared to what has been found/verified by the USPS. If the USPS has verified the address
click the Use Verified button. If no address was found to match the one you have entered,
double check the typed address is correct, make any changes needed. If the address is still
unable to be verified, choose the Use Existing button. If the address is not verified by USPS,
there is a chance the Protection Class could change upon Underwriting review.

4. Now, enter all information for the coverages part of the quote. To complete, press “Calculate
Rate”. (More information & directions about the coverages section on the next page) If you wish
to start an application based off this quote, press “Convert to Application”. This will transfer the
information from the quote you have just completed into one of our online applications.

5. If you do not want to convert to an application you must either “Save Quote” or “Cancel Quote”
to exit.

Dwelling Fire Coverages
Perils: Use the dropdown box to select which tier of protection is needed. There are three tiers, i.e., Fire,
Fire & Extended Coverage, and Fire, Extended Coverage & Malicious Mischief. (Refer to Underwriting
Guidelines)
Dwelling Limit: Enter an amount starting at $1,000 up to $200,000.
Other Structures: For this coverage, it’s automatically generated and is 10% of the dwelling limit. You
cannot edit this amount. This is not an additional amount of insurance like in the homeowner program.
Personal Property: This is an optional coverage. If needed enter an amount up to $ 100,000.
Other Structures Additional: If any additional coverage is needed for other structures please enter the
amount in this box.
Construction Type: Select from the dropdown box if the property is frame or masonry.
Number of Families: Select from the dropdown box if the property is 1-4 family. A one or two-family
owner occupied principal residence may be eligible for the Homeowner program. If the property is 5 or
more families then use the commercial quote/application.
Check Boxes: Check the appropriate boxes.
Owner/Tenant Occupancy: Please select from the dropdown box if the property is owner occupied or
non-owner occupied.
Deductible: Please select the appropriate deductible from the dropdown box.
Protection Class: This number is generated automatically from the location address. This runs the
address through the USPS database to make sure it is valid and then pulls the appropriate Protection
Class from ISO.
Theft Coverage (On Premises): You must purchase personal property coverage at a limit equal to or
greater than the limit requested for this endorsement. Please select the appropriate amount (up to
$5,000) from the dropdown box.

Commercial Quick Quote
1. On the dashboard on the left side click the button named Quick Quote. After clicking, the menu
will expand and give you 3 choices. You can do a quote for homeowners, dwelling, and
commercial lines. Click the button for commercial fire.

2. When in the quick quote program make sure to fill in at least all the yellow boxes, as this is the
necessary information to produce an accurate quote. Start by choosing the effective date. Then,
enter the customer’s name and the property address. After entering the property address click
the verify address button. This runs the address through the USPS database to make sure it is
valid and then pulls the appropriate Protection Class from ISO. (see pictures 2 & 3)

3. When you click the verify address button, this box pops up and shows what you have entered
compared to what has been found/verified by the USPS. If the USPS has verified the address
click the Use Verified button. If no address was found to match the one you have entered,
double check the typed address is correct, make any changes needed. If the address is still
unable to be verified, choose the Use Existing button. If the address is not verified by USPS,
there is a chance the Protection Class could change upon Underwriting review.

4. Now, enter all information for the coverages part of the quote. To complete, press “Calculate
Rate”. (More information & directions about the coverages section on the next page) If you wish
to start an application based off this quote, press “Convert to Application”. This will transfer the
information from the quote you have just completed into one of our online applications.

5. If you do not want to convert to an application you must either “Save Quote” or “Cancel Quote”
to exit.

Commercial Fire Coverages
Primary Occupancy Class Code: From the dropdown box choose the most appropriate use of the
building. If there is more than one, select a secondary occupancy and continue entering occupancy
codes up to four.
Construction Type: Select from the dropdown box if the building is frame, joisted masonry, or noncombustible.
Territory: This number is generated automatically from the location address. You cannot edit this
number.

Projection Class: This number is generated automatically from the location address. This runs the
address through the USPS database to make sure it is valid and then pulls the appropriate Protection
Class from ISO.
Perils: Use the dropdown box to select which tier of protection is needed. There are three tiers, i.e., Fire,
Fire & Extended Coverage, and Fire, Extended Coverage & Malicious Mischief. (Refer to Underwriting
Guidelines)
Building & Contents: Enter a value up to $500,000 combined.
Deductible: Please select the appropriate deductible from the dropdown box.
Coinsurance: Select from the dropdown box if the applicant has no coinsurance or 80% coinsurance.

